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Name:  _______KEY_______
please print your name clearly

 E-mail: __________________
fill in e-mail field only if desire to change

EE 102-01 Exam No. 1 (100pts. - 33.3% of the final grade)
Do not use back side for answers. Back side of this test will not be graded. Attach more pages if
necessary. Midterm grade (M) will be calculated based on this exam (66.6%) and homework (33.3%)

E: __ P: 110-E M: __
E - errors P - points M - midterm grade

Problem 1 (10pts.)
What are the values of i, j, and k after exiting each of these for loops?

int i, j, k;

i=j=k=0;
for (i=-10; i<0; i++) { j=i; k++; } i= ___0_ 1p j= __-1_ 1p k= __10_ 1p

i=j=k=0;
for (i=10; i<0; i--) { j=i; k++; } i= __10_ 1p j= ___0_ 1p k= ___0_ 1p

i=j=k=0;
for (i=0; i<10; i++) ; { j=i; k++; } i= __10_ 1p j= __10_ 1p k= ___1_ 1p

and in addition 1p for all answers correct
so the first error costed one more point

Problem 2 (10pts.)
Please answer the following multiple-choice questions. Only one answer should be correct. Circle your selection.

Each incorrect answer costs 2 points off, question 2.2 skipped during grading
- no correct answer as discussed in class during the exam
- if someone gave wroing answer it was ignored

2.1. Which of these is not the C++ keyword?

 a) void b) return c) include d) function e) short
actually include also qualifies because it is a preprocessor keyword and not C

2.2. Which of the following expressions do not evaluate to 1 or 1.0?

 a) (1*0.0+3)/2   b) 11%10          c) 3/2            d) 1.0+3/4        e) 1001/1000

2.3. Which of the following expressions is true assuming double x=1.00 and double y=3.00?

 a) x==1&&!y==0 b) x<1.0&&y>=3 c) x<1||x>1 d) x<1.0||y>3 e) false

2.4. Which of the following cannot be used as an identifier (variable, type or function name)?

 a) x2 b) x2nd c) 2ndX d) x_2nd e) _2ndX

5.5. Which of the following formulas is not correct C-language statement?

 a) int a, b; b) int a=1, b=1; c) int a=b=1; d) int a=2/3.0; e) cout<<’’;
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Problem 3 (10pts.)
Please evaluate the following Boolean expressions: (you may also look at page 89 but do not have to)

int m=-5; int n=8; double x=-35.6; double y=0.0; double z=44.7;

3.1. m<=n = __T__ 2p

3.2. x*x<sqrt(z) = __F__ 2p

3.3. (x<=y) && (y<=z) = __T__ 2p

3.4 ! ( (m<=n) && (x+z>y) ) = __F__ 2p

3.5. ! ( (m<=n) || (x+z>y) ) = __F__ 2p

Problem 4 (10pts.)
Consider the following piece of code that is not optimal but still acceptable by a C compiler:

int n; cin >> n;
if (n<0) cout << "negative ";
else if (n>100) cout << "large ";
else if (n>0)   cout << "positive ";
else if (n==0)  cout << "null ";
else ; cout << "number";

What would be output of the piece of code above if the entered value for n was:

 4.1) -1 the output is: _negative number___ 2p

 4.2) 0 the output is: _null number_______ 2p

 4.3) 1 the output is: _positive number___ 2p

 4.4) 100 the output is: _positive number___ 2p

 4.5) 1000 the output is: _large number______ 2p
Partially correct answer was worth 1 point

Problem 5 (10pts.)
Rewrite the following bolded fragment of code with so-called forever-for loop into a regular for loop with significantly
smaller number of instructions. Make sure that it both the original and your code do the same thing.
... ...
int  k; int k;
k=0;
for (;;) { for ( k=0; k<10; k++ )
  if (k>=10) break; cout << k << endl;
  cout << k << endl;
  k++; /* common mistakes:
  if (k>=10) break; - > or >= - 4 points
  cout << k << endl; - <= instead of < - 2 points
  k++; - k-- or other incorrect update - 2 points
  if (k>=10) break; - “out of blue” error - 2 points per instance
  cout << k << endl; - unnecessary functionality - 1 point per
  k++; - minor problems or differences - 1 point
};
... ...
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Problem 6 (10pts.)
Write the code for the function, which returns the value of a circle volume for a given radius r that is passed to it.
Assume that <cmath> is not included. Incorrect use of cin/cout will cost 50% of points.

3

3

4
rP π= , where 1415927.3=π

double VOLUME( double r )
{
    const double PI=3.1415927; // also can be entered directly into formula
    return(4.0/3*PI*r*r*r);    //  important - avoid int/int division of 4/3
}
In general 2 points per error until 10 points reached or as follows:
- int divided by int - 2 points
- missing asterix as multiplier - 2 points
- inablility to create a correct C/C++ formula - 4 points
- use of cin and/or cout - 5 points
- missing return statement - 5 points

Problem 7 (10pts.)
Write the code for the function, which returns the sum of odd integer numbers 1 through n (1+3+5+...) for a given n
that is passed to it. If n is even, the last added odd number should be smaller than n. Incorrect use of cin/cout will cost 50%
of points. Hint: use a for loop similar to one in a factorial function.

int sum( int n )
{
    int r=0;
    int i;
    for ( i=1; i<=n; i+=2 ) // or i=i+2, or int i declared here
        r+=i; // or r=r+i;
    return( r );
}
In general 2 points per errorous line until 10 points reached or as follows:
- line to be added, deleted or changed entirely - 2 points
- partial correction to a line -1 point
- use of cin and/or cout - 5 points
- missing return statement - 5 points

Problem 8 (10pts.)
Write the code for the function that prints to the screen the name of the day of week for a given day number: 0-Sunday, 1-
Monday, and so on. Inefficient use of comparisons inside if statements will be penalized. Incorrect use of cin/cout will cost
50% of points.

void WEEK_DAY( int day )
{
    if (day==0) cout << “Sunday”;
    else if (day==1) cout << “Monday”;
    else if (day==2) cout << “Tuesday”;
    else if (day==3) cout << “Wednesday”;
    else if (day==4) cout << “Thursday”;
    else if (day==5) cout << “Friday”;
    else if (day==6) cout << “Saturday”;
    // since there is no return and what to do in case of out of range
    // the final else is optional in this particular case
}
In general 2 points per errorous line until 10 points reached or as follows:
- missing else’s - very inefficient - 4 points
- use of cin - 5 points
- use of return statement instead of cout - 5 points
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Problem 9 (20pts.)
Write a complete program that reads double precision floating point numbers from the keyboard in the loop until failing
reading. For each value that was entered correctly a function FUNCTION(double x) should be called. Assume that the
function is defined in the library that has a name “mylib.h”. Include that library in your program.  (Since we did not study
user defined libraries yet, correct including will result in awarding extra credit.) Write the program on the 4th page. Do not
use back sides, attach more pages if needed.

PROGRAM LISTING for Problem 9

#include <iostream>

#include “mylib.h”

using namespace std;

int main() {

    for (;;) {

        double v; // can be declared before this loop

        cin >> v;

        if (cin.fail()) break;

        FUNCTION(v);

    } // end to for(;;) loop block

    return(0); // or nothing if void main()

} // end to main() block

Note that there are ten essential lines or features in this program

Each missing line/feature or one with major error costed 2 points

Each minor correction to a line/feature costed 1 point

No points were taken off if:
- someone defined his or her own function FUNCTION(..)
- someone used a function in a formula or with cout - there is no sufficent

information whether the given function can be used in that way
- someone used <> instead of double quotes in the user defined library - we

actually did not discussed libraries too much and not at all how to create them
- someone used old iostream.h library and did not use “the magic namespace line”

Each exam received 10 points of extra credit to start with.
The reasons for 10 points are:
- the first problem is easy to make mistake at. Award for being careful
- the fourth problem may have costed 5 points off if one did not notice “else ;”
- the last program asked for use of an external library that you never used before

- also compensated by somewhat lenient grading of incorrect function definition


